Same Religion  Enjoys the outdoors

Shy/Quiet  Handles Stress

Smart  Committed to relationship

Happy most of the time  Short
Take a characteristic from another player & add to yours.

Good Provider

Sense of Humor

Transfer one card to the person on your left

Slim

Values a beautiful home

Likes your family

Independent
Wants to live in the suburbs

Nice Body!

Virgin

Cigarette Smoker

Life of the party

About the same age.

Cooks

Wants to live in the country.
Faithful

Respectful

Very health conscious (diet & exercise, etc.)

Saver $$$

Spender $$$

Hard worker

Tall

Loves to talk
Humble

Confident

Good with kids

Has a lot of education

Risk taker

Spontaneous

Pet Lover

Has a lot of friends/social
Easy-going
Passionate
Ambitious
Unselfish
Good listener
Committed to relationship
Likes sports
Musical
Sexually experienced
Likes to gamble with money
Jealous
Opinionated
Considerate
Rude
Trustworthy
Into Politics
Loves to travel
Same interests
Good hygiene
Wealthy
Athletic / good fitness
Punctual
Has a good job
Likes to cuddle